Abstract. In this paper, we prove quantum analogues of the Chamber Ansatz formulae for unipotent cells. These formulae imply that the quantum twist automorphisms, constructed by Kimura and the author, are generalizations of Berenstein-Rupel's quantum twist automorphisms for unipotent cells associated with the squares of acyclic Coxeter elements. This conclusion implies that the known compatibility between quantum twist automorphisms and dual canonical bases corresponds to the property conjectured by Berenstein and Rupel.
1. Introduction 1.1. About this subject. Totally positive elements of an arbitrary connected semisimple algebraic group G and some related varieties were introduced by Lusztig [24] . They are generalizations of totally positive matrices, which are defined as the square matrices such that all their minors are positive. The present paper concerns totally positive elements in unipotent cells. A unipotent cell N w − is a certain subvariey of a maximal unipotent subgroup N − of G associated with an element w of the corresponding Weyl group. In [24] , Lusztig has proved that totally positive elements in a unipotent cell are parametrized by the tuple of positive real numbers via a birational map from an algebraic torus to a unipotent cell. Berenstein, Fomin and Zelevinsky [2, 5] have given effective criteria of total positivity in unipotent cells. Their research leads to their definition of cluster algebras. The key step for the proof of their criteria is an explicit description of the inverse of the birational map above, which is called the Chamber Ansatz formulae. The Chamber Ansatz formulae are given by the generalized minors and twist automorphisms on unipotent cells. In this paper, we consider the quantum analogues of all these situations.
1.2. Chamber Ansatz formulae. Let g be a complex finite dimensional semisimple Lie algebra. (From Section 2, we consider the case that g is an arbitrary symmetrizable Kac-Moody Lie algebra.) Let g = n − ⊕ h ⊕ n + be a triangular decomposition of g, G the corresponding simply-connencted connected algebraic group, N ± , H the closed subgroups with Lie algebras n ± , h, respectively, B ± := HN ± the Borel subgroups and W := N G (H) /H the Weyl group of g. For w ∈ W , a unipotent cell is defined as the algebraic subvariety N w − := N − ∩ B +ẇ B + of N − , whereẇ is an arbitrary lift of w to N G (H). Let {α i | i ∈ I} (resp. {h i | i ∈ I}) be the set of the simple roots (resp. coroots) of g, and {s i | i ∈ I} the set of simple reflections of W . Let f i be a root vector corresponding to the root −α i , and C → N − , t → exp(tf i ) the 1-parameter subgroup corresponding to f i . Then for w ∈ W and its reduced word i = (i 1 , . . . , i ℓ ), there
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Then it is known that y i is injective and its image is a Zariski open subset of N w − . See, for example, [9, Proposition 2.18] . The problem of finding explicit formulae for the inverse birational map y −1 i is called the factorization problem. By the way, an element n ∈ N w − is totally positive if and only if n ∈ Im y i and y −1 i (n) ∈ R ℓ >0 [24, Proposition 2.7] . This problem is also formulated as follows: the map y i induces an embedding of algebras
1 , . . . , t The problem is to describe each t k (k = 1, . . . , ℓ) as a rational function on N w − explicitly. As mentioned in subsection 1.1, a solution of this problem is the Chamber Ansatz formula. Let ̟ i ∈ Hom alg-grp (H, C × ) be a fundamental weight corresponding to i ∈ I. Set G 0 := N − HN + and, for g ∈ G 0 , write the corresponding decomposition as g = 
here n T is a transpose of n in G. This is called the twist automorphism on N w − . Then the Chamber Ansatz formulae stand for the following description of t k , k = 1, . . . , ℓ [2, Theorem 1.4], [5, Theorem 1.4] ; set y := y i (t 1 , . . . , t ℓ ) and w ≤m := s i 1 · · · s im . Then,
, here a ij := h i , α j . 
− ] of generalized minors on unipotent cells. There also exists a quantum analogue
, which is known as the Feigin homomorphism [1] . Here L i is a quantum torus in ℓ-variables t 1 , . . . , t ℓ . Moreover a quantum analogue η w,q :
is defined by Kimura and the author in [20] . Note that we do not have "actual algebraic varieties" but only have "coordinate rings" in the quantum settings. By using these materials, we obtain the Chamber Ansatz formula in the quantum settings.
Theorem (Theorem 3.5, Corollary 3.7). For k = 1, . . . , ℓ, we set
Then there exists an (explicit) integer M k such that
. . , k. These formulae deduce the following: The above theorem states the non-trivial monomiality of (
. In the appendix, we explain an explicit relation between this monomiality and the similar one appearing in the context of Cauchon-Goodearl-Letzter (CGL) extensions [10, 21] . It also would be interesting to understand this monomiality via categorifications. Actually, in nonquantum settings, Geiß-Leclerc-Schröer have obtained an explanation by using their additive categorification [11, Theorem 1, Theorem 2].
1.4. Notation. The following are general notations in this paper.
( (1) I : a finite index set, (2) h : a finite dimensional Q-vector space, (3) P ⊂ h * : a lattice, called the weight lattice, (4) P * = {h ∈ h | h, P ⊂ Z}, called the coweight lattice, with the canonical pairing , : P * × P → Z, (5) {α i } i∈I ⊂ P : a subset, called the set of simple roots, (6) {h i } i∈I ⊂ P * : a subset, called the set of simple coroots, (7) ( , ) : P × P → Q : a Q-valued symmetric Z-bilinear form on P . satisfying the following conditions:
h are linearly independent subsets. The Z-submodule Q = i∈I Zα i ⊂ P is called the root lattice. We set Q + = Z ≥0 α i ⊂ Q and Q − = −Q + . Let P + := {λ ∈ P | h i , λ ∈ Z ≥0 for all i ∈ I} and we assume that there exists {̟ i } i∈I ⊂ P + such that h i , ̟ j = δ ij . An element of P + is called a dominant integral weight.
Definition 2.2. Let W be the Weyl group associated with the above root datum, that is, the group generated by {s i } i∈I with the defining relations s 2 i = e for i ∈ I and (s i s j ) m ij = e for i, j ∈ I, i = j. Here e is the unit of W , m ij = 2 (resp. 3, 4, 6, ∞) if a ij a ji = 0 (resp. 1, 2, 3, ≥ 4), and w ∞ := e for any w ∈ W . We have the group homomorphisms W → Aut h and W → Aut h * given by
for h ∈ h and µ ∈ h * . For an element w of W , ℓ(w) denotes the length of w, that is, the smallest integer ℓ such that there exist i 1 , . . . , i ℓ ∈ I with w = s
An element of I(w) is called a reduced word of w. When fixing a reduced word i = (i 1 , . . . , i ℓ ) ∈ I(w), we write w ≤k :
Notation 2.3. Let q be an indeterminate. Set
For a rational function R ∈ Q(q), we define R i as the rational function obtained from R by substituting q by q i .
Definition 2.4. The quantized enveloping algebra U q is the unital associative Q(q)-algebra (associated with (P, I, {α i } i∈I , {h i } i∈I , ( , ))) defined by the generators
and the relations (i)-(iv) below:
= 0 for i, j ∈ I with i = j, and x = e, f .
The Q(q)-subalgebra of U q generated by {f i } i∈I is denoted by U − q . For α ∈ Q, write (U q ) α := {x ∈ U q | q h xq −h = q h,α x for all h ∈ P * }. The elements of (U q ) α are said to be homogeneous. For a homogeneous element x ∈ (U q ) α , we set wt x = α. For any subset X ⊂ U q and α ∈ Q, we set X α := X ∩ (U q ) α . Definition 2.5. Let ∨ : U q → U q be the Q(q)-algebra involution defined by
Let : Q(q) → Q(q), : U q → U q be the Q-algebra involutions defined by 
Then there uniquely exists the symmetric Q(q)-bilinear form satisfying
L is nondegenerate and it has the following property:
for all x, y ∈ U − q . 2.2. Lusztig's braid group symmetries. We present the definition of braid group actions on integrable modules and quantized enveloping algebras, and review their fundamental properties. All statements in this subsections can be found in [25, 27] . Definition 2.7. Let V be a U q -module. For µ ∈ P , we set
This is called the weight space of V of weight µ, and for u ∈ V µ , we write wt u := µ. A U q -module V = µ∈P V µ with weight space decomposition is said to be integrable if e i and f i act locally nilpotently on V for all i ∈ I.
Definition 2.8. For λ ∈ P + , denote by V (λ) the integrable highest weight U q -module generated by a highest weight vector u λ of weight λ. Note that V (λ) is irreducible. There exists a unique Q(q)-bilinear form ( , )
for u 1 , u 2 ∈ V (λ) and x ∈ U q . Moreover the form ( , ) ϕ λ is nondegenerate and symmetric. There exists the Q-linear automorphism :
For w ∈ W , define the element u wλ ∈ V (λ) by
It is known that this element does not depend on the choice of (i 1 , . . . , i ℓ ) ∈ I(w) and w ∈ W . See, for example, [25, Proposition 39.3.7] . Then (u wλ , u wλ ) ϕ λ = 1 and u wλ = u wλ . Definition 2.9. Let V = µ∈P V µ be an integrable U q -module. We can define a Q(q)-linear
Definition 2.10. We can define a Q (q)-algebra automorphism T i : U q → U q for i ∈ I by the following formulae:
for j = i,
The following are fundamental properties of T i .
Proposition 2.11. Let V be an integrable U q -module.
Proposition 2.12. Let V be an integrable U q -module and i ∈ I. Then, for u ∈ V µ ∩ Ker(e i .) and
In particular, for λ ∈ P + and w ∈ W , we have
2.3. Canonical/Dual canonical bases. Canonical bases(=lower global bases) are defined by Lusztig [22, 23, 25] and Kashiwara [14] independently. In this subsection, we briefly review the definitions of canonical bases of U − q and V (λ), λ ∈ P + , following Kashiwara [14] . Let A 0 be the subalgebra of Q(q) consisting of rational functions without poles at q = 0. Set
Definition 2.14. For i ∈ I, we have
Henceforth 
is an isomorphism of Q-vector spaces [14, Theorem 6] . The inverse of this map is denoted by
Henceforth write
Example 2.17. For λ ∈ P + and w ∈ W , the vector u wλ belongs to B low (λ) and B up (λ). . For i ∈ I, λ ∈ P + and b ∈ B(λ), we have
4. Unipotent quantum matrix coefficients. We present the definition and the properties of quantum analogues of matrix coefficients on unipotent groups. The dual canonical basis elements of U − q are described as the quantum matrix coefficients associated with dual canonical basis elements of integrable highest weight modules. Definition 2.19. For λ ∈ P + and u, u ′ ∈ V (λ), define the element D u,u ′ ∈ U − q by the following property:
for all x ∈ U − q . Note that the element D u,u ′ is uniquely determined by the nondegeneracy of the pairing ( , ) L . We call an element of this form a unipotent quantum matrix coefficient. Note that wt D u,u ′ = wt u − wt u ′ for weight vectors u, u ′ ∈ V (λ). For w, w ′ ∈ W , write
An element of this form is called a unipotent quantum minor.
The following property is nothing but the well-known "compatibility" between the canonical basis of U − q and that of V (λ). The assertion (1) 
The following slightly technical proposition is used when we consider the inverse of a quantum twist automorphism below (see (2.3)). Recall the notation in Definition 2.2. 
Quantum unipotent cells and quantum twist automorphisms.
A quantum unipotent cell is a quantum analogue of the coordinate algebra of a unipotent cell. The quantum unipotent cells are essentially introduced by De Concini-Procesi [8] . We also define quantum twist automorphisms, which are introduced by Kimura and the author [20] , on quantum unipotent cells. They are the dramatis personae of the Chamber Ansatz formulae. . For λ ∈ P + , w ∈ W and i = (i 1 , · · · , i ℓ ) ∈ I (w), we set
. Then we have
For more details on Demazure modules and their crystal bases, see Kashiwara [15] . 
Then, by the property of the pairing ( , ) L , (U − w ) ⊥ is a two-sided ideal of U − q . Hence we obtain a Q(q)-algebra U − q / (U − w ) ⊥ , which is denoted by A q [N − ∩ X w ] and called a quantum closed unipotent cell. See [20] for the meaning of the notation.
The quantum closed unipotent cell has a Q − -graded algebra structure induced from that of U − q . Describe the canonical projection
. The element [x] clearly depends on w, however, we omit to write w because it will cause no confusion below. By Proposition 2.23, we have
The following multiplicative property and q-central property of unipotent quantum minors are well-known. We should note that the explicit powers of q in the following formulae depend on the definitions of unipotent quantum minors delicately (cf. [28, 10] ). A slightly detailed treatment in the same convention as ours can be found in [20] . 
Definition 2.27. By Proposition 2.26, we can consider the following localization:
This algebra A q [N w − ] is called a quantum unipotent cell. A quantum unipotent cell has a Q-graded algebra structure in an obvious way.
The following map η w,q is called a quantum twist automorphism. It is a quantum analogue of the (dual of) the twist automorphism η * w :
, introduced by Berenstein, Fomin and Zelevinsky [2, 5] (see Section 1). See [20] for the precise argument of specialization at q = 1. 
for a weight vector u ∈ V (λ) and λ ∈ P + . In particular, wt η w,
. It is easy to show that the inverse of the quantum twist automorphism is given by
for a weight vector u ∈ V (λ) and λ ∈ P + .
Quantum Chamber Ansatz
In this section, we prove quantum analogues of the Chamber Ansatz formulae for unipotent cells (Corollary 3.7) by using the quantum twist automorphisms. A quantum analogue of the homomorphism y * i (see (1.1)) is known as the Feigin homomorphism. By the Feigin homomorphisms, we can realize quantum unipotent cells in quantum tori. Quantum Chamber Ansatz formulae provide explicit description of the variables of quantum tori in terms of elements of quantum unipotent cells. Definition 3.1. Let i = (i 1 , . . . , i ℓ ) ∈ I ℓ . The quantum affine space (resp. the quantum torus) P i (resp. L i ) is the unital associative Q(q)-algebra generated by t 1 , . . . , t ℓ (resp. t ±1 1 , . . . , t ±1 ℓ ) subject to the relations;
where
Note that the all but finitely many summands in the right-hand side are zero. The map Φ i is called a Feigin homomorphism. (1) For i ∈ I ℓ , the map Φ i is a Q(q)-algebra homomorphism.
(2) For w ∈ W and i ∈ I(w), we have Ker
. . , i ℓ ) ∈ I(w) and λ ∈ P + , we have
where a = (a 1 , . . . , a ℓ ) with a k := w ≤k h i k , wλ . Recall the notation in Definition 2.2.
Definition 3.4. Let w ∈ W and i ∈ I(w). By Proposition 3.2 and the universality of localization, we have the embedding of the algebra
The following is the main theorem in this paper. See also Corollary 3.7. Recall the notation in Definition 2.2.
Theorem 3.5. Let w ∈ W , i = (i 1 , . . . , i ℓ ) ∈ I(w) and k = 1, . . . , ℓ. Then we have Proof of Theorem 3.5. If w = e, there is nothing to prove. From now on, we assume that ℓ(:= ℓ(w)) is greater than 0.
The proof is by induction on k. Let k = 1. Take λ ∈ P + such that h i 1 , wλ < 0. Then it is easily seen that
Hence, by (2.3),
By Proposition 3.2 (3), we have
where c = (c 1 , . . . , c ℓ ) with c j := h i j , w j+1≤ λ . Combining the above equalities, we obtain
This proves the assertion in the case k = 1.
Assume that k > 1. By Proposition 2.22 and Remark 2.24, there exist λ ∈ P + and
1 The difference of conventions can be adjusted by regarding q and xi in [4] as q −1 and (1 − q 2 i )fi in our paper respectively. Then the Feigin homomorphism Proof of Claim 1.
On the other hand, by Proposition 2.18,
and, by Proposition 2.23,f max
Combining the above arguments, we obtain
We write b 2 :=ẽ max
Claim 2. We have
Proof of Claim 2. By [25, Corollary 3.1.8], for p ∈ Z ≥0 and x ∈ U − q , we have
Note that the last equality follows from (2.1) and Proposition 2.26. Therefore we have
Recall that X = − h i 1 , wλ − w ≤k ̟ i k . By the way, the following equality is well-known. See for instance [25, 1.3 
for a ∈ Z ≥0 . Substituting q by q i 1 , a by X and z by −q 2
).
Combining this equality with (3.1), we obtain
By Claim 2 and (Φ
Since our aim is to calculate (
Moreover,
The last equality holds because e i 1 .G up λ (b 2 ) = 0 by Proposition 2.18. Here we prepare one more claim.
Proof of Claim 3. By Propositions 2.11, 2.12, 2.13 and Claim 1, for
This completes the proof.
Set i 2≤ := (i 2 , . . . , i ℓ ) and identify L i 2≤ with the subalgebra of L i generated by t ±1 2 , . . . , t ±1 ℓ . Write
By our induction assumption, Proposition 3.2 (3) and Claim 3, we have
where c ′ = (c 2 , . . . , c ℓ ) with c j := h i j , w j+1≤ λ . Therefore,
Combining (3.3), (3.4) and (3.5), we obtain the following equality (c = (c 1 , · · · c ℓ ), c 1 :
By (3.6) and (3.2), we obtain
The following is a direct corollary of Theorem 3.5. These equalities are exact quantum analogues of the Chamber Ansatz formulae for unipotent cells [ Corollary 3.7. Let w ∈ W and i = (i 1 , . . . , i ℓ ) ∈ I(w). For j = 1, . . . , ℓ, set
By Theorem 3.5, these elements are Laurent monomials in L i . Then, for k = 1, . . . , ℓ,
for some N k ∈ Z, here − → stands for the ordered multiplication according to an arbitrarily fixed ordering on I \ {i k }. More precisely, N k is given by
Proof. 
for i ∈ I and homogeneous elements x, y ∈ A q [N w − ] (see [20, Proposition 4.9] ). Note that On the other hand, define σ i as a Q-linear automorphism on L i given by f (q)·q i (a)t = (a 1 , . . . , a ℓ ) ∈ Z ℓ and f (q) ∈ Q(q) (see Definition 3.1 for the definition of q i (a), which is obviously extended to Z ℓ ). Then σ i satisfies
for j = 1, . . . , ℓ and homogeneous elements x, y ∈ L i , where L i is regarded as a Q-graded algebra by wt t j = −α i j , j = 1, . . . , ℓ. Remark that this involution σ i is slightly different from the bar-involution in [4] . We can easily check
Let us return to the calculation of N k . It follows from Theorem 3.5 and the equality (3.7) for some integer N k that there exist n 1 , n 2 ∈ Z and c = (c 1 , . . . , c k−1 , 0, . . . , 0) ∈ Z ℓ such that
Remark that the first (resp. second) equality above implies that q −n 1 (resp. q −n 2 ) times the left-hand side is σ i -invariant. By the way, since
w,q )•σ, the integers n 1 , n 2 are unique integers such that
Then, by using Proposition 2.26, we can directly check that
which completes the calculation of N k .
Appendix A. Comparison with the Cauchon generators
In this appendix, we clarify an explicit relation between our quantum Chamber Ansatz formulae and the description of Cauchon generators given by Geiger-Yakimov [10] and LenaganYakimov [21] .
We review the results in [10, 21] briefly. For w ∈ W and i = (i 1 , . . . , i ℓ ) ∈ I(w), set
Then it is known that A q [N − (w)] is a Q(q)-subalgebra of U − q , and the first definition does not depend on the choice of i ∈ I(w) [7, 
See [20] for the meaning of this notation. In [21] , this algebra (modulo some difference of conventions) is considered as a quantum analogue of the coordinate ring of N w − (N w − is isomorphic to R e,w in [21] ). In fact, the algebra
, but this isomorphism, called the twist isomorphism in [20] , is given in a non-trivial way:
Remark A.2. The twist isomorphism γ w,q is of the same form as the twist map η w,q . In
See [20] (cf. also [28, subsection 3.8, section 4]) for more details of γ w,q . For w ∈ W and i = (i 1 , . . . , i ℓ ) ∈ I(w), set 
here σ k is an automorphism and δ k is a left σ k -skew derivation of the subalgebra (1) the Q(q)-subalgebra of Frac(A q [N − (w)]) generated by y ±1 k , k = 1, . . . , ℓ is isomorphic to the quantum torus subject to the relations;
We write this quantum torus as We introduce one more convenient notation. For a = (a 1 , . . . , a ℓ ) ∈ Z ℓ , set
ℓ . Geiger-Yakimov and Lenagan-Yakimov gave a simple (but highly non-trivial) explicit description of y k , k = 1, . . . , ℓ by using unipotent quantum minors as follows. Remark A.5. Proposition A.4 is the direct translation of the statements in [10, 21] by our conventions (The statement [21, Theorem 8.1] is more general). Here we explain one way of translation from the conventions in [10] to ours:
We identify U − in [10] with our U − q in the obvious way. Then b λ y,w , y, w ∈ W and λ ∈ P + in [10] is equal to our q −(wλ−yλ,wλ−yλ)/2 * (D wλ,yλ ). Moreover, Φ i and Ψ i are fixed by σ i and σ ′ i , respectively, these elements together with their inverses generate L i and Y i , respectively, and σ i and σ ′ i satisfy the same formulae with respect to the multiplication (note that M i is a weight preserving isomorphism). Therefore,
Hence we obtain n k = 0.
Remark A.7. We recall the notation in Introduction. Since Φ i is a quantum analogue of the torus embedding (C × ) ℓ → N w − given by (t 1 , . . . , t ℓ ) → exp(t 1 f i 1 ) · · · exp(t ℓ f i ℓ ), Theorem A.6 implies that Ψ i is a quantum analogue of the torus embedding (C × ) ℓ → N w . Note that this remark makes sense in the setting of symmetrizable Kac-Moody groups (see [26] ).
